It is well known that there is a higher uptake of isotope Pat in brain tumors than in normal brain tissues when this isotope was administered to brain tumor patient. The isotope uptake of these tumors was compared with their histological pictures and studied together with their clinical courses. About 20 hours prior to the operation, P32 2.0 mc. each was injected intravenously to patients. Removed tumor and brain tissues were fractionated according to Schneider's method. The radioactivity and the amount of phosphorus of each fraction were determined. On the other hand, the histological examination was done on each specimen to study mainly the relationship between malignancy and P32 uptake of each tumors.
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1) The amount of phosphorus:
Generally, normal brain contains more phosphorus than tumors. This is due to a remarkably high phospholipid concentration in the brain. Phosphorus in the nucleic acid fraction is found higher in tumors and cerebellum and lower in cerebrum. And tumors contain a greater amount of acid soluble phosphorus and the normal brain a greater amount of phospholipid.
2) P32 uptake 29 samples of brain tissue had fairly constant P32 uptake and it was generally low. The specific activity of phospholipid fraction was remarkably low. To each fraction of tumors, the specific activity and the ratio of count and the specific activity against normal brain were calculated. These data were compared with the histological findings. In nucleic acid fraction, the count ratio and the specific actiivity were well paralleled to the grade of malignancy of tissues. Tumors of which malignancy is not clear, such as juvenile type of hemangioblastic meningioma, malignant astrocytoma or oligodendroglioma with ependymal pattern, showed the value between the known malignant glioblastoma or carcinoma and the known begin meningioma or astrocytoma showing the parallelism to the clinical course of these tumors. This tendency was also noted in the acid soluble fraction or the total phosphorus, but the parallelism was more indefinite. The count ratio showed the more clear parallelism to the grade of malignancy than the specific activity or it's ratio. In phospholipid and phosphoprotein fractions, there was no clear parallelism between the p32 uptake and the grade of malignancy.
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